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This presentation is for an assumed Interior 
Architecture firm, ABC Designs, that has it 
headquarters in New Delhi, India. The firm also 
has its offices in U.S. and Dubai.

The firm has a Research and Design (RnD) 
department which now plans to focus on 
designing for the future. This presentation is 
compiled to help the RnD department in their 
new step.

Current roles at the New Delhi office:

1 Business Owner (lives in U.S.)

1 Managing Director

1 Finance Manager

1 Design Head

8 Architects

4 Interior Designers

FOREWORD



With the rapidly progressing technology, the future 
spaces will soon incorporate IOT and mixed reality 
systems. In no time we will be living in spaces where 
the coffee machine prepares coffee as the alarm rings; 
refigerator orders grocery; and drone delivers medicines 
after learning of inhabitant’s impending illness from the 
health sensors in the bathroom.

We don’t just use technology; we live with it.

                                                                           —John McCarthy

63 million American homes will qualify as “smart” by 
2022. By 2032, we’ll move to total immersion in the 
Internet of Things (IoT).

                                                                               — Berg Insight



So how do we design for this

‘Space of Future’ (SoF)?

PROBLEM

Lets begins with how we design spaces currently.

This approach will not be appropriate for designing SoF. 
For instance, a drone delivering medicines, will require a 
drone pad in the house. Such requirements need to be 
taken into considerations in the earliest stages of design 
and solutions for them can’t be retrofitted. 

Current paradigm

It won’t work

Design the Space                        Call it a smart spaceFit technology into it 
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We need a shift in approach

We need to take technology into design consideration 
from the beginning of the project.



Technology has a significant impact on the experience 
of the space inhabitant. We need to think how 
‘space+technology’ influences the experience of the 
inhabitant and design for that experience.

New paradigm 

Space  +  Technology 
influences

Experience of the inhabitant

GOAL

space

technology

inhabitant

As technology is becoming 
ubiquitous, we need to take 
technology into consideration from 
the beginning of the project.



Obstacles to overcome:

 No user-experience designers in the team

 No cross-disciplinary experts

 Current design paradigm cannot address the design 
requirements of SoF

 Current research methods used in the team do not 
focus suffiently for understanding the experience of 
an inhabitant of a smart space

 No framework for the design process considering 
the complexities that SoF will engender

 Current brand image doesn’t align with designing 
‘spaces of future’.


CHALLENGES



What do we want to achieve?

 Develop a cross-disciplinary design team that 
includes space designers, technologists, user-
experience designers, and cross-disciplinary 
experts*

 A collborative work environment built on sharing 
knowledge of different domains

 A shift in the paradigm of designing spaces

 A new brand identity that stands for designing SoF

 Gaining market recognition with the redefined 
identity

 New research and design methods to understand 
the inhabitant’s experience.



ASPIRATIONS

*Cross-Disciplinary Experts: People who have worked in cross-
disciplinary fields for a signifcant amount of time.



What will we focus on for most 
impact?

 Cross-disciplinary Tea

 A new paradigm for desig

 Work culture

 Research and Design Method

 Company’s Brand Image



FOCUS AREA



6 Month Plan


Gearing up for Future

Tasks: How are we solving the problem?


Time frames: When are we solving the problem?


People: Who is solving the problem?

A STEP-BY-STEP PROCESS



Current RnD Team


 Design Hea

 3 Space Designers*

Using the term Space Designers* for 
architects and interior designers.

 Space Design Hea

 3 Space Designer

 Technologist Hea

 3 Technologist

 UX Hea

 3 UX Designer

 2 Cross-disciplinary Experts


Aimed RnD Team 

 Building a cross-disciplinary team








Task 1: Reaching out to 

to form a team that covers 
space design, technology and user experience.



Time frame: Four weeks of January



People: Design Head, Managing Director and 
Business Owner

expert technologists, 
user experience specialist and cross-
disciplinary experts 

Task 2: Hiring 3 technologists and 3 UX Designers



Time Frame: First two weeks of February



People: Expert Technologist and UX Specialist








2. Developing the new Brand Image 



Task: Devloping a brand image that is 
consulting a brand 

image specialist.



Time frame: First 2 weeks of Februray 



People: Space Design Head, Technologist Head, UX 
Head, and Business Owner 




 



future-oriented, 
innovative and people-centric; 

3. Developing Design Manifesto and Paradigm



Task: Developing a design manifesto of values and 
vision centred around the 

.



Developing a design paradigm stemming from the 
manifesto that address 

.



Time frame: 3rd week of February



People: Entire RnD Team



 



spirit of cross-discipline, 
collaboration, and creativity

how the team should be 
approaching the design of Spaces



4. Developing the framework for design of SoF



Task: Learning from high-level processes deployed by the 

, to formulate a framework 
for the team to approach the design of SoF.



Time frame: last week of Feb and 1st week of March



People: Entire RnD Team




 



direct and indirectors competitors, design thinking, and 
methods used in other fields

5. Developing & collating research and design 
methods



Task: Developing research and design methods suitable for 
understanding the experience of the inhabitant of the SoF. 
Collating the existing relevant methods used in different 
fields.



Time frame: last 3 weeks of March



People: Entire RnD Team




 





6. Deciding on Tools



Task: Assessing the 
used in different fields and deciding 

on a set of tools that would be approriate for research, 
design, and collaboration in the team.



Time frame: 1st week of April



People: Entire RnD Team




 



relevance, strengths, and 
limitations of tools 

7. Learning by Doing — Being Pragmatic



Task: Working on hypothetical space design problems 











Time frame: 10 weeks: 3 weeks of April, 4 weeks of 
May, 3 weeks of June.



People: Entire RnD Team




 



 to understand the 

 to assess the 

 to 
that might surface during the project

dynamics of 
working in cross-disciplinary team

applicability of the new 
design paradigm, methods and tool

uncover obscure considerations 



8. Learning by Reflecting



Task: Discussing what worked, what didn’t; 
and how should that be 

addressed.



Time frame: Last week of June



People: Entire RnD Team




 



scope of improvement 



Activities

  — watching science-fiction 
movies for inspiration

  — discussions 
like ‘understanding eco-system of experience’

   —  studying the existing 
examples of cross-disciplinary approaches, firms, tools, 
methods, value

   —  everyone shares 
insights/ innovations from their particular fields

   —  Employees get 24 hours 
distributed over a month to work on their cross-
disicplinary ideas; they can do it individually or form 
teams and present whenever they feel ready

  of different domains together as a 
team and then reflecting together.


Saturday Lunch and movie 

Friday Evening Discussions over Wine

Monday Morning Presentation

Thursday Knowledge PotLuck

Encouraging Skunkwork

Attending meetups

9. Making learning fun


Time frame: Throughout the 6 months



People: Entire RnD Team



